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Top five: 
other worlds in space
Take a journey through our universe’s strangest planets.
by Aran Shaunak

Kepler-16b: The planet that orbits two suns

tar Wars fans, pay attention: Kepler-16b orbits two suns rather than one! This ‘binary star system’ consists of two stars 
orbiting each other at the centre of a planetary system. Kepler-16b completes its orbit around both stars at the same time—it 
is known as a ‘circumbinary planet’. Despite the fact that Kepler-16b experiences two sunsets (much like the iconic Star 
Wars planet), someone managed to resist the urge to call it Tatooine. 

Apart from just being awesome, Kepler-16b is of genuine interest in the search for extraterrestrial life. Most stars in our galaxy are binary 
star systems, but it was previously unclear whether planets could stably orbit multiple stars at once. The discovery of Kepler-16b increases 
the potential number of planets in our galaxy, and thus makes the existence of extraterrestrial life significantly more likely.

Gliese-436b: The planet with hot ice

liese-436b is a true example of a paradox. Imagine a planet with vast oceans of water and an average surface temperature 
of 300°C. But the oceans aren’t boiling—in fact, they are frozen! The atmosphere of Gliese-436b is so thick that it creates 
an enormously high atmospheric pressure. So high, that it outweighs the incredibly high temperature and forces the water 
molecules to remain in their solid form (ice), even at 300°C. 

While it might seem bizarre, there is actually nothing special about ice going over 100°C, since the boiling point of water is totally 
dependent on the atmospheric pressure. It’s a great example of the fact that things that are ‘impossible’ on Earth might be totally normal 
on some other world.

WASP-17b: The backwards planet

very planet we have ever discovered orbits around its sun in the same direction as that sun is spinning on its axis—except 
one. WASP-17b orbits its sun (imaginatively named WASP-17) in the opposite direction to the sun’s rotation, in what is 
called a retrograde orbit. When galaxies form, planets and stars are pushed outwards as the galaxy expands. Following rules 
about the conservation of momentum (derived from Newton’s laws of motion), most things end up travelling in the same 
direction, which is why retrograde orbits appear to be so rare. 

It is still unclear why exactly WASP-17b has this unique property: the most likely theory is that it flew too close to another planet in the 
distant past, and the gravitational pull from that near-collision switched the direction of its orbit and made it very, very special.

“Methuselah”: The oldest known planet

echnically named PSR B1620-26b, the so-nicknamed Methuselah is famous just for being old. Formed some 12.7 billion 
years ago, this planet is only marginally younger than the universe itself (by a mere billion years—these things are all relative). 
By comparison, the Earth is a youthful 4.5 billion years old.

Methuselah sits deep in the core of a ‘globular cluster’ of stars: a dense collection of stars formed much earlier than the 
majority of the stars in our galaxy. The incredible age of this planet indicates it was formed relatively rapidly after the big bang, which 
leads astronomers to believe that planets may actually be far more abundant in the universe than previously thought. Its catchy nickname 
comes from the Bible, as in Christian tradition Methuselah was the oldest man to have ever lived.

Uranus & Neptune: The planets where it rains diamonds

f you are sick of planets with numbers in their name, here is something a little closer to home. The surfaces of Neptune and 
Uranus are littered with diamonds and the precious stones literally fall from the sky. The atmosphere of these gas giants 
is approximately 5% methane, which can be ignited by lightning storms to produce carbon soot. As this falls from the sky 
it is subjected to a huge increase in pressure, which compacts it into graphite and then ultimately into diamond. In fact, 
new data suggest that a similar process might occur on Saturn and Jupiter, although here the high temperatures near the 

planets’ cores would probably cause the diamonds to melt, which makes them less romantic than the sparkling landscapes of Uranus 
and Neptune.
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